
VSC Finance Committee Minutes 
May 1, 2018, 9:02 a.m. 

Attendees: Board members – Stephen High, Pat Moreo, Jeff Mayers 
Staff – Virginia Haley, Andrea Hunt, Erin Duggan, Shelby Connett 

The fiscal 2019 County budget was presented to the committee. 

President Haley highlighted the major changes from the prior year budget and provided 
logic behind the 8% overall increase from prior year. VSC strongly believes the increase in 
budget will help fill the new hotel rooms. VSC increased the advertising budget to help 
reach new markets in an effort to continue filling the new hotel rooms. Virginia explained 
that if for some reason we are not successful, VSC’s budget will be cut in the following 
year. Finance committee is in agreement that hitting the markets in year 1 is crucial to fill 
these hotel rooms and fully understands the significant budget decreases in future years 
if VSC is not successful. 

U23 event was discussed due to BACVB no longer planning to participate in the event. 
VSC was hoping for $300,000 to offset the expenses. Virginia plans to follow up on this 
but feels the event is worth moving forward. It will solidify our reputation with USRowing 
and the event will have a huge impact during the summer. Committee members pointed 
out the event is significant percentage of the budget for a one week event. 

FY 2018, it was noted that total room nights vs total budget amounted to $1,274 
marketing dollars per room. FY 2019, even with the increase in the budget, only $1,119 
marketing dollars are available per room. 

Erin Duggan explained the increase in Projects within the Media Relations budget. She 
explained that we can start using local PR firms directly in that market rather than a NYC 
based firm. Also, Erin explained the increase in Visitor Services budget due to 
collaborations with Venice CHmaber and kiosks throughout the County. 

Jeff Mayers made a recommendation that VSC bump the budget in Meetings/Groups as 
there is potential fro growth in this area. He would like to see some hotel collaborate in 
order to bring larger groups to the area. VSC will reevaluate the budget allocations and 
determine how much money can be moved to this category. 

Andrea discussed the audit recommendation of moving VSC’s money market to a more 
profitable accounts. Andrea presented some CD options at local banks while still 
maintaining a portion of funds liquid. Stephen recommended looking into some type of 
investment  or at least tiering the funds in CD’s to maintain liquidity. VSC will continue to 
look into financing options. 

The meeting was adjourned at 10:11 a.m. 




